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Basic knowledge for health questions, 

spiritually inquired and answered here. 

 

Cancer, basics:  

Connections and healing possibilities,  

clarification in a spiritual point of view. 

 

 

This is Dr. Kahn.  

You are contacting me because you are hoping for new information.  

The topic of cancer is a very extensive topic, much has already been said, 

written and researched.  

You know yourselves that the cancer, the cancer cell, is not pathological!!! 

The cancer cell exists in every body.  

If people were aware of this, the whole construct of fear would not exist! But 

this construct of fear concerning the topic cancer is so big, that it has such a 

strong influence on the state of mind of the human being; with those, who 

are confronted with this topic, who are confronted with this topic through 

their body. 

 

The cancer cell is an aged, spent cell. It is not a diseased cell! It is spent, 

aged and dying, the normal process of a cancer cell. 

It is important that the broken down cell can be eliminated.  

But many people do not know that a cleaning of the body, 

the organs, the cells, is the be-all and end-all to maintain health!!!  

 

Even in the early Middle Ages, people took cures. They cared for and purified 

themselves not only on the outside, but also on the inside. They used 

medicinal plants, baths, drinking cures, intestinal cleansing cures, liver cures 
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and bloodletting. This "cleansing" was a high culture and people knew that 

beauty comes from inside. There was a great emphasis on beauty from the 

inside. However, not only beauty from the inside is connected with it, but 

also health - from the inside out. The health of the body is associated with a 

recurring purification through these various ways. 

When the body is cleansed, waste products are eliminated through the bowel 

movements, the blood, the sweat, the exhalation and the urine, eliminated 

through the humors. When these waste products are transported on 

the outside, there is no overload of waste products, no accumulation 

of toxins, no stress inside the cell.  

The accumulation of toxins brings a change in the cell. And this cell, which 

can no longer be broken down, remains in the body. 

  

How does this poisoning happen?  

• Through foods like too much sugar and meat.  

• Through foods that produce hyperacidity in the body.  

• Through chemicals from the environment such as heavy metals and 

fertilizers.  

• By taking medication regularly.  

 

These poisoned cells suddenly reproduce in a different pattern, in a 

different form, and THAT is then the cancer cell that doctors talk 

about.  

On the subject of poisoning, of course, thoughts must not be forgotten!!! 

Worrying thoughts, thoughts of fear, thoughts of worry, thoughts of doubt, 

are all thoughts that produce a stress. Stress is toxic to the body.  

Sudden drastic life changes like losing someone, suddenly losing a job, 

accidents. All these are very traumatic shock experiences, which also have 

an influence on the cell changes in the body. 
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